OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Port Cover (FC-10/FC-254) Removal and Replacement
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WARNING
Do not insert any levering device between the cover and frame, other than the pry point. This may damage the seal and compromise its effectiveness causing it to leak.

COVER REMOVAL

1. Wearing appropriate gloves lift the port cover using the handle.

2. Pull out the port cover using the handle.

3. If the port cover is too tight to hand lift use a flat head screw driver to pry the lid open but only in the designated ‘pry point area’.

4. Store the port cover flat and not on its side.

COVER REPLACEMENT

ALTERNATIVE METHOD TO 1

5. Clean the frame and cover seal as required.

6. Place the port cover in the access hole in the cover.

7. Ensure the port cover is fully engaged by stamping it down.
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